
CERAMICS 1 Midterm Study Guide 

SEMESTER 1 

 

The exam is broken into 3 specific areas with a collection of questions that involves the following areas:  TYPES and STAGES of CLAY, 

CONSTRUCTION, and FIRING 

 

These sections are broken down into specific concepts that we have discussed and practiced throughout the card markings.  While 

there has been no textbook with questions or vocabulary words to fill out, many of the concepts are things that we have demon-

strated with classroom exercises and specific ceramic projects.   

TYPES OF CLAY 

Basically there are 3 different types that we work with on a day-to-day basis, the important concept here is 

the types of characteristics each one has. 

What is it… 

 

Can we / Do we use it… 

 

What is so important about it… 

Earthenware  Stoneware  Terra Cotta  Porcelain 

First of all what is CLAY? 

Clay is a product from the earth that when heated ________________________________ . 

Chemically, clay is a combination of : 

____________   +   ____________   + ______________ 

What is it? 

 

 

What is it’s purpose? 

 

 

So the main idea (s) here revolve around students asking….”so can I just dig some dirt from my yard and use it?” 



CONSTRUCTION and PREPARATION 

The majority of what we do in this class involves building with our hands (hand-building) however, there are 

specific techniques, and more importantly terminology that needs to be understood so that the affects that 

you are trying to achieve can be met. 

PINCH    SLAB    COIL   WHEEL THROWN 

(Soft and Hard) 

What types of projects that we have worked on so far this semester would fall under the above 

categories? 
*what is it, SPECIFICALLY, about a few of these methods that makes them 

UNIQUE? 

TO WEDGE OR NOT… 

One of the very first techniques practiced in this class was the ability to WEDGE our clay.  Even though it 

starts to become a process that is overlooked by many students, there are some specific benefits to prepar-

ing the clay in this manner. 

If you’ve learned one thing I this class it is that the two biggest enemies 

of ceramics is: AIR and WATER. 

Even though the clay, right out of the package, seems smooth and 

fresh, there are air pockets between the individual molecules.  If placed 

into the kiln, this AIR would expand (since the molecules are moving so 

fast) and if these pockets are under pressure, which most of the time 

they are, there is an explosion. 

WEDGING ensures that the molecules are laying flat 

on top of each other, and that the consistency (water) is 

evenly distributed throughout the body of clay. 



WEDGING cont. 

A quick cut away, shows the most common are-

as where these “air pockets” can get trapped.   

CONSTRUCTION Each one of the photos is a basic technique that we have practiced and utilized to 

build with during our first semester together.  Try identifying the technique and 

sorting out some of the specifics ways this technique benefits a project. 

Technique: 

Benefits to using: 

: Technique 

: Benefits to using 

Technique: 

Benefits to using: 



FIRING, KILN, and GLAZES 

Probably the most important section of this class, but also the most misunderstood.  There seems to be a variety of 

understanding when talking about this portion of the course.  Many of the issues are typically oversights by the stu-

dent, but there can be information that gets a bit “foggy’ due to the experimental nature of this stage. 

Stages of Clay 

Plastic 

Leatherhard 

Bisqueware 

Greenware 

Glazeware 

A timeline or path that the clay goes through to reach its final stage.  There are so many concerns that stu-

dents have during these stages.  “Do I wrap up my project?”  “Should I put water on it?  “How do I reattach 

something?”  “Can I paint glaze?” 

All of these issues revolve around the experimental nature and the fact that everyone’s clay is at a different 

stage.  Understanding the above diagram can be the difference between your projects coming out perfect 

or not at all. 

So can I fire my project? 

Ok, so I know that I get a bit frustrated when asked this, but the issue is, not everyone’s project is the same.  There are 

different situations that happen throughout the construction process.  However, there are 3 variables that  need to be con-

sidered when trying to dry out a project: 
1.  AMOUNT OF CLAY (used) 

2.  THICKNESS OF WALLS 

3.  HOW IT FEELS 

If the project FEELS heavier than it LOOKS, too much clay has been used.  Yeah, the 

outside seems dried out, but the inside is still wet. 

Now once we’ve gotten past the amount of clay, we also need to pay attention to how thick the edg-

es, walls, or sides of this project are.  If they are too thick, the project is going to dry UNEVENLY. 

So, you’ve gotten rid of unnecessary clay, the thickness is the same all around.  Does your 

project feel cold or damp?  If so...there is still water trapped inside.  If there is a chalky/

dusty feeling, you are good to fire. 



THE KILN 

Ah.. .the most mispronounced word in this class.  Regardless of what you call it, this tool is crucial to this 

course.  Without the ability to heat the clay to an extreme temperature, we would never have fully CURED 

projects.   

Try to see if you can locate the parts of the kiln 

represented in this diagram. 

Parts to locate: 

Insulation Bricks  

Vent   

Peep Holes  

Lid  

Shelves 



CONE SITTER 

So how does this KILN turn itself off? 

CONES are ceramic devices that have been made specifically to melt a certain temperatures.  Those tempera-

tures can be at a range sometimes, so instead of classifying them by temperature, they are organized by CONE 

NUMBER.  A higher cone means a hotter temperature. 

The CONE SITTER’s job is literally to hold onto the CONE as it reaches 

its melting temperature.  A time is located on the outside of the kiln to 

ensure that the kiln does not OVER FIRE, or BURN the clay. 

 Holy diagrams!!!! 

It really isn’t that technical of a device.  There are a lot of work-

ing parts here, but the purpose of how it operates really is fair-

ly simple 

Once that cone melts, the bar that holds onto the 

trigger is released and all power is cut off to the 

kiln.   

So the question is…. Could you FIRE at your house?  Could an oven, microwave or fire pit 

mimic the same qualities as our kiln? 



CONE FIRING CHART 

This is an awesome chart describing the temperatures inside the kiln and what is happening 

to the clay while it sits inside.  While you are not required to memorize this chart, there are 

some IMPORTANT temperatures to be aware of. 



CERAMICS TERMS AND VOCABULARY 

While some of these terms you may recognize, this list serves as a collection of terminology that we have used in 

class.  There is not a textbook that goes along with the course, however many of these terms have been used over the 

course of the semester.  Review the list and refer to it when trying to understand concepts and ideas.  

porous many pores which may contain water or air 

plastic/plasticity workability; (contains enough moisture) ability to form and maintain any shape without sagging or 
cracking 

shrinkage contraction of clay in drying or firing 

grog ground fired clay, mixed with moist clay to reduce shrinkage, add strength and texture 

elasticity the ability to be maneuvered without breaking 

leather hard the stage when most of the moisture has left the clay body but it can be altered (carving, burnishing) 

bone dry completely air dried 

greenware all ceramic ware prior to first firing (raw ware) 

bisqueware the stage of ceramic ware after the first firing 

slip clay in liquid suspension 

coil construction snake-like pieces of clay joined together to create a ceramic vessel 

slab construction technique using flat pieces of clay to create a ceramic piece 

pinch pot the method of creatin a ceramic piece by inserting thumb into a bal of clay and pinching outward 

scoring roughing up the surfaces of clay to be joined 

wedging kneading of clay with heal of hand to create consistency and remove air bubbles 

glaze silica based material that melts to a glassy coating on pottery 

underglaze used to add decorative color to pottery prior to firing (stays put and does not melt) 

wax resist used to cover bases, lids, and lips to avoid glass adhering to these surfaces 

paddling technique of forming pottery by slapping the clay with wooden tools 

throwing technique method of creating ceramic pieces on the potter's wheel 

foot ring like base on a ceramic vessel 

blistering bursting of bubbles and craters in glaze 

crawling glaze creeping, rolling, beading or buckling 

crazing glaze defect of crackling. If intentional then it's called crackle 

running Too much glaze is added to the clay body and it pools up on the kiln shelf or at the bottom of a piece 



Situations that happen during production and finishing 

Clay is cracking when leather hard….. 

  Add water  smooth with sandpaper paint with slip  let it dry out   

 Why? 

 

 

 

Project keep exploding on the first firing…. 

  Add more clay  spray it with water take away clay  let it dry out  longer 

 

 Why? 

 

 

My pieces keeping falling of when I try to attach them using slip... 

  Add more clay  add more slip  wait for it to dry out glue it once its fired 

 

 Why? 

 


